
3 Reasons You Can’t Miss Trimble
Dimensions+ 2022

In Person, in Las Vegas, in November

You know the magic is about to happen
when you hear the word: Vegas. Now is
your chance to join Viewpoint and the
Trimble team for three in-person days of
education, innovation, and connection at

the Trimble Dimensions+ user conference, happening November 7-9, 2022
in—yep—Las Vegas.

If you want the education, thought leadership, in-person networking—and a front-row seat to the
future of connected construction—you’ll want to attend Dimensions+, where Viewpoint customers
will be front and center, and product experts abound!

November 7-9, 2022

Learn more about Dimensions+!

Why Come to Dimensions+?

For Vista and Spectrum customers, Dimensions+ has over 30 expert-led Viewpoint

ERP sessions. You’ll also find sessions with ProjectSight, MEP, Tekla, and other Trimble
companies that include sessions on 3D modeling, change management, employee retention and
HR management, expanding your service business, improving sustainability, and so much more.

1. Network and Connect

You’ll find hundreds of chances to make
professional and personal connections with
other construction professionals—at the

conference, and at several different off-

site events. These include:

Dimensions+ FAQ

Accommodation Details,

Justification Letter & More
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https://www.trimble.com/en/our-company/events/dimensions/sessions/session-catalog?search=viewpoint#/
https://www.trimble.com/en/our-company/events/dimensions/experiences
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Opening Night Reception: Talk shop, trade secrets, network,

and get recommendations from your other attendees and

industry peers.

Trimble Gives Back event: Connect with other construction

professionals for an exciting event that will benefit people in

need all over the world.

Customer Appreciation Event at Allegiant Stadium:

Strengthen your connections and build lasting memories

together, with on-field activities at the home stadium of the

NFL’s Las Vegas Raiders.

Session Catalog

See 490+ sessions at Dimensions+

2. Learn and Get Inspired

You'll come away from Trimble Dimensions+ with a
whole new understanding of the connected construction
landscape.

Come get a look at the bigger picture. You already know construction is going digital, and there are
new expectations for collaboration between teams. Viewpoint and other Trimble companies have a
vision for a connected construction environment. Come see how your business fits in.

Visit the Viewpoint Services Area: Learn about the Academy,

the customer Network, Customer Support, and Professional

https://www.trimble.com/en/our-company/events/dimensions/sessions/session-catalog#/
https://academy.viewpoint.com/learn


Services. In our general Services area, you’ll also find stations

for HR Management, Construction Financials (Vista &

Spectrum), Viewpoint Field Services, and Project

Management. Viewpoint experts will be onsite and available to

answer all your questions—in person!

Earn 11+ CPEs for attending expert-led sessions specific to

Vista, Spectrum, ProjectSight, and other construction

technologies you use.

With over 490 sessions to choose from you’ll see firsthand

how the digital and physical world is coming together like

never before.

3. Explore (and Get Your Hands Dirty!)

Come for hands-on experience with new Trimble
technologies and hardware!

Make a short trip to the Trimble Offsite Expo for a close-up look at the latest Trimble technology in
action (transportation provided): We’re talking hardware, software, Spot the Robot, and more!

The Construction Neighborhood Expo Hall: Take a stroll

through our “neighborhood” and learn more about

Construction Financials, HR Management, Service

Management, Data Analytics, Project Management and more!



Offsite Expo: Get up close to technology in action with real

life experience of simulated project work in the dirt.

After two years of virtual conferences and video meetings, we can’t wait to see you in person, in
Las Vegas, in November!

Register today to get the best rate—and see you in Las Vegas!

Trimble Dimensions+

Learn more about the construction tech conference you don't want to miss
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